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SOURCING OF CONFLICT MINERALS STATEMENT

Background

Section 1502 ofthe Dodd-Frank financial reform law (PL 11 1-203) requires U.S public
companies that use tantalum, tin, tungsten and gold (3TG) in products to identify the
country oforigin ofthe source mine(s) ofthese metals used m making any product. An
acceptable altemative is a smelter(s) producing such metals that is validated with a
"conflict free" designation approved by an industry consortium such as EICC (Electronics
Industry Citizenship Coalition). In August 2012, the US Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) adopted rules that require US public companies using these metals to
report on their efforts to identify the sources ofthese metals. As a product supplierNet
Insight will therefore requires its suppliers to identify the source ofthese four metals used
in products supplied to Net Insight on form CMRT, (currently v5.11 dated April 27,
2018) ofthe EICC- GeSI (Global e-Sustainability Initiative) "Conflict Minerals
Reporting Template".

Net Insight Policy

The term "Conflict Minerals" refers to metals that have their origin in areas ofthe world
where known human rights violations exist. Metals used in the manufacture of assemblies
that could potentially have their origin in such a location are: Gold, Tin and Tantalum.
Currently, the Democratic Republic ofthe Congo and the 9 adjoining countries have been
identified as a source of'Conflict Minerals", and this area is known as the "Conflict

Region". Suppliers that can provide documentation acceptable to Net Insight that neither
they, nor their suppliers, acquire these metals from this area ofconflict, or from smelters
with an approved designation as "conflict-free" by an industry consortium such as the
EICC (Electronics Industry Citizenship Coalition), or use recycled sources will receive

preferential treatment in Net Insight's purchasing decisions.

Supply chain

Net Insight's production ofproducts are outsourced to manufacturing services companies,
"contracting to manufacture".

Net Insight also supplies products that are not deemed to have influence överthe
manufacturing.



We do not have a direct relationship with 3TG smelters and refmers and we do not

perform or direct audits ofthese entities within our supply chain.

Our first supplier chain are similarly reliant upon infonnation provided by their suppliers.
Certain ofNet Insight's large hardware suppliers are also SEC registrants and subject to
the Rule.

Statement

We expect our suppliers to have due diligence process in place that will enable us to
reasonably verify that conflict minerals did not originate from sources that indirectly or
directly contribute to the fmance of armed group in the Democratic Republic ofthe
Congo or adjoining countries.
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